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List of Symbols
Ar Cross-sectional frame area
Mean geometricchord
Cr Shanley's constant (ref. 5)
CL= Lift curve slope
d Frame spacing
d, Frame spacinq for radial buckling critical design
D Shell diameter
E Young's modulusof shell material
Ec Compression modulusof shell material
EF Young's modulusof frame material
f Cross force per unit length
Fc Sum olfall shear forcesproduced by the crossforces ahead of the current analysis
station
F_ Material compressive yield strength
P"h Force clueto hammershockpressure
F,=, Material constant (Equation 5.5)
Fp Force ,dueto normal operating pressure
Fs Material shear strength
F= Material tensile ultimate strength
FOD ForeignObjectDamage
g Accelerationdue to gravity
/ Moment of inertia
/' Moment of inertia dividedby the section thickness
Ir Moment of inertia of the frame cross-section
K_ Frame stiffness coefficient, IF/AF2
Kg Gust alleviation factor _
K.,, Shell minimum gage factor
K,o._op, Non-optimum weight factor
K_ Shell geometry factor for hoop stress
1 Length factor for longitudinalbuckling;truncated cone slant length
L Shell length for radial buckling
m Bucklingequationexponent ,{
M Longitudinalbendingmoment
M_ Sum of the bendingmomentsproducedby all cross forces ahead of the current
analysis station
n Load factor; point for deflection calculation
N_+ Tensile stress resultant
N_" Compressive stress resultant
N..4 Axial compressive stress resultant
N_ Bending tensile stress resultant
N._ Radial longitudinalcompressivestress resultant
N_ Shear stress resultant
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Ny Radial hoop stress resultant
p Inlet Internal pressure; normal operating pressure
Ph Hammershock pressure
P Radial componentof the pressure
qo Maximum dynamic pressure
r Shell radius
R Shell radius
R_ Small radiusof a truncatedcone
P_ Large radiusof a truncatedcone
Re Axial force
Rh Resultant force for asymmetric hammershockcondition
S Surface area
t thickness
t" Equivalent isotropic thickness of shell
t_oae Minimum gage thicknessof shell
t'_,o_ Equivalent isotropicthickness of shell due to radial buckling
t'c=,_ Equivalent isotropicthicknessof shell due to compression
t'_,tF Equivalent isotropicthickness of frame
i'r, Equivalent isotropic thickness of frame for radial buckling
tp=_, Minimum gage frame thickness
t'_,.s Equivalent isotropicthicknessof shell due to longitudinalbuckling
t,,g Equivalent isolropic minimumgage thicknessof shell
t,._.t,._ Minimum equivalent isotropicthickness of shell
ts_,ar Equivalent isotropicthickness of shell due to shear
t't_,io. Equivalent isotropicthicknessof shell due to tension
Uae Derived gust velocity
I111,,= Absolutevalue of the maximumshear load
V_ A;rplane equivalent airspeed
Vs Shear load
W Weight of the inlet eenterbody structureahead of stationx; weight in general
(W/S) Wing loading
W/ Frame weight
W,= Weightof the nosecone
Ws Shell weight
W,= Ideal structural weight of the inlet centerbody
W,,,,==,, Ideal structuralweight of the total inlet
W,_s=,,, Weight of inlet systems
W_,t=l Total weight including structural and non-optimumweights
x Longitudinalcenterbody coordinate
X locationof the center of gravityof the structureahead of stationx
xc X location of fixed point for cantileverbeam calculations
_" Longitudinaldistance between x stations
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x.c Lengthof the nosecone
y Radialcoordinate
Y.c Radialcoordinateat the baseof the nosecone
Z Non-dimensional shell geometry parameter
_z Coneangle
,6 Localslopeangle
T Maximum yaw or pitch angle
Deflection
e Shell buckling efficiency
r/r Non-dimensional shell geometry parameter
e Angle between face sheet and core in truss-coresandwichpanel
_l Poisson's ratio; also airplane mass ratio for calculationof gust loads
3.14159
p Density of the shell material
PF Density of the frame material
p.c Densityof the nosecone material
o'er Design-allowable critical buckling stress
o'y Yield hoopstress
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Summary
An analytical method for determiningthe minimumweight design of an axisymmetric
supersonicinlet has been developed. The goal of this method development projectwas to
improve the ability to predict the weight of high-speed inlets in conceptual and preliminary
design. The initial model was developed using informationthat was available from inlet
conceptualdesign tools (e.g., the inlet intemal and external geometries and pressure
distributions). Stiffenedshell constructionwas assumed. Mass properties were computedby
analyzing a parametriccubic curverepresentationof the inlet geometry. Design loads and
stresseswere developed at analysisstations along the lengthof the inlet. The equivalen;
minimum structuralthicknesses for both shell and frame structuresrequired to support the
maximumloads produced by various load conditionswere then determined. Preliminary results
indicatedthat inlet hammershockpressuresproduced the criticaldesign load conditionfor a
significantportion of the inlet. By improvingthe accuracy of inlet weight predictions, the
methodwill improvethe fidelity of propulsionand vehicle design studies and increase the
accuracyof weight versuscost studies.
Introduction
The weightof an aircraft inlet is an importantparameter in a conceptualdesign studyand
systems analysis. Accurate estimationof this weight, therefore, is desirable. Previous studies
indicateda need for a designand weightanalysis method applicableto high-speedinlets during
conceptual level design, where a structuraldefinition of the inlet is generally not available
(ref. 1). To address this issue, a method for generating a minimumweight structuraldesign for
a high-speed inlet has been developed. The firststage of this method developmenteffortfocused
on the design of an axisymmetricinlet, to be followed in the future by a method for the design of
a two-dimensionalinlet. In the method, a structuralmodel of the inlet is created using the
r_sults from conceptual flowpath analysis. Analytical principlesbased on strengthof
materials, specifically Euler beam theory, are used to determine the minimum structure
necessary to preventfailure due to specifiedload conditions. The weight of this structure is
then determined. A non-optimumweightpenalty is computedand added to the inlet structural
weight. Finally, inlet system weights (bypasssystem, actuators,controls)are added to give an
estimate of the total weightof the inlet.
The structuralconcept for the axisymmetricinlet designedby the method is based on a stiffened
shell consistingof panels, longitudinalstiffeners,and ring frames. Nine different variations of
this concept, includingskin-stringer and truss-core sandwich shells, are included. A generic
axisymmetricinlet was developed and used to test the method logic This inlet model is
describedbelow. The method is then discussedbeginningwith the modelingof the geometry
definitionof the inlet usingparametriccubic curves. Detailsof the loads analysis and the
computationof stress resultantsbased on the maximumdesign loads are then presented. The
minimum equivalent isotropicthickness of the shell/longitudinalstiffeners, and that of the ring
frames, from the design stresses are then determined. The total weightof the inlet, includinga
non-optimumweightpenalty and system weights,is then computed. The final inlet design is
analyzed to find local and throat deflections. Finally, the method is validated using results from
a study inlet developedby the BoeingCommercialAirplane Company and from a generic inlet
design.
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Generic Axlsymmetric Inlet Description
In order to properly model an inlet for structural design, three types of informationmust be
available. The gross geometry of the inlet, the forces appliedto the inlet, and the material or
materials from which the inlet will be constructed must be known. To facilitate the description
of the minimumweight design method, a generic high-speedaxisymmetricinlet has been
modeled. All of the informationpresented for this inlet, with the exceptionof hammershock
overpressures, is available from the resultsof conceptual level inlet aerodynamic analyses.
The gross geometry of the generic high-speed axisymmetricinlet appears in Figure 1. The inlet
consists of three distinct main structures:centerbody, internalcowl, and external cowl. To
simplifythe minimum weightmethod, each of these main structureswas analyzed and designed
separate from, and without direct influence on, the others. Because of this, load transfer from
one structure to the others is not considered. Secondary structure,shownin the upper right
corner of Figure 1, would normallyconsist of a support tube running througha portion of the
centerbodylength and support struts locatedin the aft portionof the inlet. Design of the
secondarystructureswas not includedin the method development. It was assumed that the
weightadded by these memberscouldbe adequatelyaccountedfor throughthe independentdesign
of the main structure and throughsystems and non-optimumweight penalties. This assumption
was validated usinga Boeingstudy inlet, discussedbelow.
Representativepressure distributionsapplied to a Mach 2.4 inlet at a given conditionare taken
from reference 1 and shown in Figure 2. They include: normal internal operating pressures,
internal hammershock pressures (both asymmetric and axisymmetric), and external
aerodynamicpressures. These pressures, when combined appropriatelywith inertial loads,
determinethe design loads for each major structural componentof the inlet. It can be seen from
Figure 2 that, in general, the hammershockpressures are considerably larger than the inlet
normal operating pressures. As will be seen, these hammershockpressuresplay a critical role
in the design of the inlet.
Finally, the material properties assumed for the generic axisymmetric inlet are listed in
Appendix 1. Titanium alloy Ti-6AI-4V was assumed for all generic inlet structures. This is
consistentwith Mach 2.4 inlet design for the technologydate of approximately1995 (ref. 2).
Minimum Weight Design Method
The general strategy for minimumweight design of an axisymmetricinlet is similar to that t=sed
by Ardema for the minimum weight design of arbitrary shaped bodies (ref. 3). Stiffened shell
construction,i.e., shells or panels stiffened by longitudinalsupports and ring frames, is
assr_med;truss-core sandwich shells are also considered. A complete list of the structural
conceptsavailable for design is foundin Table 1. They include:unstiffenedshells with and
without frames; simply-stiffenedshells designed for best buckling efficiency; Z-stiffened Jshells designed for best bucklingefficiency,buckling efficiencyand minimum gage comp,,omise,and bucklingefficiency and pressure compromise; and truss-coresandwich shells with arK:l
without frames designed for best bucklingefficiency,and without frames designed for buckling
efficiencyand pressure compromise. These nine structural concepts were chosen based oil their
similarity to airframe structural designs.
The design approach is based on the calculationof the minimumequivalentisotropic,or
'smeared', thickness of the shell/longitudinalstiffener structure to preclude failure. A loads
analysis is perform(el at equally spaced stationsalong the lengthof the inlet. The minimum
2
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allowablesmeared material thicknessis then calculatedat each stationbased on the maximum
loads for each failure mode. A comparisonof all failurethicknessesis made to determinethe
minimum allowable equivalent thicknessfor the structure at that station. A smeared thickness
for the ring frames is computed following the shell design. It is assumed that all structures
behave elastically. The design processis necessarilyiterative due to the contributionof
inertial loads, which will change as the equivalentthicknesseschange, to the structuraldesign,
All structures are designed for simultaneo-s failure by general instabilityand panel type
failures.
Prior to performingthe loads analysis and design, the geometry of the structuralcomponent
must be represented in a level of detail sufficientfor computingmass properties accurately.
This process is described below, followed by details regardingthe loads analysis, the
computation of stress resultants, the determinationof the minimum weightshell design, and the
frame design. The computation of the total weightof the inlet, includinga non-optimumweight
penaltyand systemsweights,is also discussed.
Geometry and Mass Properties
As discussedearlier, one importantrequirementof the minimumweight inlet design method was
for it to operate using the results available from conceptual level inlet design tools. Often the
geometrydefinitionavailable fromsuch tools is coarse and consistsof sparse data points such as
those in Figure 3a. For the best possible designresults, it is desirable to have as manydata
points as possible, or as precise a representationof the structureas possible. One method of
accomplishingthis is to use the sparse input data to create a parametric cubic curve that
describes the surface of the structure. The resultis a smooth curve, as shown in Figure 3b,
that is described Dy many points (for example, 275 parametric points instead of 26 input
points). The parametric points defining the curve are then used for further geometry related
calculationssuch as computingmass properties (surface area, volume, center of gravity
location) and interpolatingto find the coordinatesof the analysis stations.
The first operation performed usingthe parametric geometry is to interpolate to find the
locationsof the analysis stations along the inlet. The mass properties, includingvolume
distribution,surface area, and center of gravity location,are then computed at each analysis
station. Each segment of the structureis consideredto be a shellwith lengthequal to the
distancebetween stations,and beginningand endingradii equal to the inlet radiusat the
boundingstations. The total initialvolume, surface area, and center of gravity location are also
calculated for the entire structural component. The initial weight distributionfor each
component is assumed to be directly' related to its volume distribution. Initialvalues for the
total weightof the components and the shell thicknessesare required to begin the iterative
design process. The initialvalues used were based on study inlet designsand are: 200 Ib for the
centerbodyweight, 400 Ib each for the internal and external cowls weights, and .1 in for all
shell thicknesses.
Loads Analysis
The inlet structure is subject to external and internal pressures, as well as inertial and
aerodynamicloads. The loads and pressuresthat are appliedto the inletcomponentsare shown
in Figure 4. They can be classified as axisymmetric (Figure 4a) and asymmetric loads (Figure
4b) and are determined at each analysis stationalongeach structuralcomponent. The
axisymmetric loads consist of the inlet normal operating pressure and hammershockpressure
applied to the external surface of the inlet centerbodyend the internal surface of the internal
cowl structure. The external cowl structure is subjected to a leakage pressure from the inlet
internal environmentand to external pressure. Asymmetricloads applied to the centerbody
include inertial loads, asymmetric hammershockpressure, the cross force produced by
3
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aerodynamicmaneuvers(see Appendix2), and possible ForeignObject Damage (FOD) by bird
strike, hail, etc., on the portion of the spike forward of the cowl leading edge. Asymmetric
hammershockpressure, FOD at the cowl lip, and inertial loads are applied to the internal cowl
structure. The external cowl structureis subjectedto the resultantforce produced by an
asymmetric hammershockleakage pressure and external pressure in addition to inertial loads,
aerodynamiccross forces, and FOD at the cowl lip. As willbe discussed later, the FOD
requirement is defined as a minimumgage specification.
It is assumed that the pressure at each analysisstationcan be interpolated linearly from the
suppliedpressure data. Hammershockpressuresare also linearlyinterpolatedand are applied
only aft of the inlet cowl lip. Asymmetrichammershockoverpressureoccurs when the
compressor stalls nonuniformly. While this condition is usually followed by full,
axisymmetric stall (ref. 4), the asymmetric load produced initially will be severe and i.,.
therefore, consideredas a separate Io_dingcondition. The force producedby an asymmet _-
hammershock is computed as the resultantof hammershockpressuresin one sectionof thL ;,_let
and normal operating pressuresin the oppositesection (see Appendix 2).
Eight differentdesign requirementsincorporatingthe inlet pressures and loads are used to
determine the maximum loadsto whichthe structurewill be designed. Listed m Table 2, these
consist of five external (cases 1-5) and three internal (cases 6-8) load cases. These eight
design requirementsrepresent those mostapplicableto the design of an inlet in the Mach 2.4
class. Eachis assumedto occurindependentof the others. The maximumloads for all of the
design loadcases are based on ultimateload requirements. Detailsregardingeach of these load
casescan be foundinAppendix3.
Eachof the design load requirementsproduce somecombinationof bending,shear, axial, and
radial loads. For the calculationof bendingmomentsand shear loads, it is assumed that the inlet
structure acts like a cantilever beam. The fixed point for the cantileverwas originally chosen
to be at the compressorface, because thisstationwas the physicalend of the inlet structure.
However, this location ignored the added stiffnessproduced by supportstruts, which would be
present in an actual inlet (see Figure 1, upper right corner). The fixed location for the
cantilever was therefore moved forward to a location approximatingthe centerline of the
support struts. Based on study inlets (ref. 2), this was halfway in between the end of the
centerbodyspike and the compressorface. Axial loadsand radialpressuresare computed
assumingthe structureacts as a thin-walledcylindricalshell. Each load case is applied to the
structure independentlyof the others. The final maximum loads at each analysis stationare
chosenby lookingat all of the individualload case results. These loadsare used to compute the
stress resultants;'or the basis of the structuraldesign, as discussedbelow.
Stress Resultants
The four types of maximum loads,bendingmoments,,shearloads, axial loads, and radial
pressures, contribute to the four stress resultantsused to design the inlet structure. The first
of these is the tensile stress resultant, whichincludes the influencesof bending stresses, axial
stresses, and longitudinalstresses caused by radial pressures. The tensile stress resultant is
given by
(1)
N*_= N_, + N= + N_
where the bending, axial, and longitudinalstress resultantsare given by (2)
Mr
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(3)
2m
(4)
Pr
2
(5)
I' 1 _¢r3
t
for a circular cross-section. If the axial and radial stresses are compressive,then a
conservativeapproachwouldbe to neglectthe positiveinfluencesof these stresses on the tensile
resultant, giving (6)
N;=
It is assumed that the absolutevalue of N_Bis used in this calculation. The compressivestress
resultant for the inlet centerbody is (7)
N_" = -NzB - N_ - N,.R
where N_, N_, and N_Rare defined as above, and the absolutevalue of N_Bis assumed. If N_,
andNxR are tensile, then the compressivestress resultantis equal to the bendingstress
resultant. Equations1 through7 also define the tensile ._ndcompressivestress resultantsfor
both the internal and external cowl structures,with the exceptionthat the radial stress
resultant, which is indicativeof pr"ssure stabilization for the cowl, is not included.
The shear stress resultantis computed from the shear loads on the structure. It is given by (8)
=I%= 221'
The radial stress resultant is derived from the hoop stress that will result from the
axisymmetricpressure on the inlet structure. The radial stress resultant is given by (9)
N, = PyKp
where Kp is a geometricfactor that accounts for the fact that only the skin, not the longitudinal
stiffeners or truss core, is available for resistinghoop stress (ref. 3). P is either the normal
operating pressure or the axiuymmetrichammershockpressure.
Minimum Weight Shell and Frame Design
When determiningthe minimum weightdesign of the stiffenedshell part of the inlet structure,
five possible modes of failure are considered. These are tension,compressionwithout buckling,
shear, longitudinalbuckling,and radial buckling. Radial bucklingis only considered in the
design of the inlet centerbody,since this structuralshell comlx)nent is subjected to an external
pressure. Maximum stress failure theory was applied for all failure modes. Minimum gage
5
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constraints,both due to manufacturingconsiderationsand to FOD requirements,are considered
as a separate design ccnditioq. Six minimumsmeared thicknessesare therefore determined at
each analysisstation,one for each failure modeand one for minimumgage. Details regarding
the developmentof these thicknessescan be found in Appendix4. The final minimumsmeared
thicknessof the shell for the sectionis determined by comparingthose from each failure mode,
or
(10)
The shell thicknesses to prevent longitudinaland radial bucklingare dependent on the spacingof
the ring frames. It is therefore necessary to determine this value before completingthe design
of the shell. However, the frame spacingis dependent on the bucklingcharacteristicsof the
final shelldesign. The design of the shellsand frames is therefore a multiple step processthat
begins with the determinationof the optimumframe spacing for minimum weight. In general,
the ring frames are sized and spaced basedon the Shanley criterion(ref. 5). "l'hi._assuraes that
the frames act as elasticsupportsfor the wide column. It aiso assumesthat the structurehas an
equal probability of failing by general instabilityor local panel failure (simultaneous failure
modes). The location (spacing) and minimumequivalent isotropicthicknessof the frames is
then based on panel failure due to buckling,since this is the simpler app._ach ol the two (ref.
5). If the frame spacing is not known,then it is possibleto determinethe optim',Jmspacing that
minimizes the weight of the frame and shell structure (ref. 3) for panel buckling failure.
Assumingthat the frame material is smoaredover the same area as the shell material, the total
weight per unit area of the structure will be given by (ref. 3)
(11)
(%1 = pt.= +prtr
Substitutingthe equation for the minimumsmeared snell thicknessand optimum frame
thickness due to longitudinalor radial buckling(see Appendix 4) and minimizing witi_respect
to the frame spacing, the initialoptimumframe thicknessand spacing are determin._,d(see
Appendix 5). This value for the frame spacingis used to compute the minimumsmeared
thicknesses due to longitudinaland radial bucklingof the structure.
After the minimum equivalent smeared thicknessis found (Equation 10), the frame design is
reconsidered. If the minimumsmearedthicknesswas foundto be equal to the thicknessdue to
longitudinalor radial buckling,then the frame design values are optimum for the structure. If,
however, the minimumequivalentsmeared thicknesswas found to be due to a non-buckling
mode of failure, then the frame designvalues are no longeroptimum for the design based on the
assumptionof simultaneousfailure modes. In other words, the design is no longer buckling
critical. The frame spacingis therefore recomputedto give a bucklingcriticaldesign based on
the computedminimumshell thicknessvalue. A new frame equivalentthickness is also
computed. The final structuraldesign of the segment is therefore buckrJingcritical. The frame
thick,,ess, like the shell thickness, is also subjectto a minimum gage constraintbased on the
frame cross-sectiongeometry. If the computedthi,'.knessof the frame is less than the mh_imum
gage, it is changed to be equal to the minimumgage. The frame spacingis recomputedagain to
ensure that optimum use is being made of the frame material.
Nose ConeDes/gn
Due to manufacturingand maintenanceconsiderations,_e nose cone of the axisymmetricinlet
centerbodyis a solidstructure. The I_.ngthof the cone is determinedby the cone angle and the
specificatic.nof a maximum base diameter. Since the nose cone dimensions and material are
known, no further design activity is required to determine the weightof the nose cone.
6
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Total Inlet Weight
The total weight of the inlet consis'ts of the structural weights of the centerbody, internal cowl.
and external cowl. a weight penalty to account for non-optimum weight items, and the weight of
inlet systems such as actuators, cc_trols, and bypass mechanisms. Given the material
properties and the equivalent minimum thicknesses of the shells and frames, the structural
weight of each inlet component is easily computed. The total structural weight of the inlet
centerbody is the summation of the minimum allowable nose cone. shell, and ring frame
weights, or
(12)
where, in general. W = ptS. The weight of the nose cone is given by
(13)
1 2
W,c = -_lcp,,y.,x..
The weights of both the centeibody shells and frames are summed over all analysis stations and
are given by
(14)
W. + W, = rc__.(pt._n+ p,t,)(y, + y,+,)_(y,- y,.,)2 + Ax2
So. the total structural weight of the axisymmetric inlet centerbody is given by
(15)
I = )2 _2W_ = _'O.cy,_x,o + 'G_.(Ot_ +P_t_I(Y,+Y,+,I_I(y,-Y,  p +
The total structuralweights of the internal and external cowls are likewise found from
Equations !2 and 14.
Additional weight is added to the total structural weight of the inlet components by multiplying
the structural weight by a non-optimum factor. The non-optimum weight factor accounts for
non-m_leled structural items _uch as fasteners and bolts, extra weld material, uniform gages.
etc., and also corrects for inaccu:aci_.sdue to approximations and assumptions made iq the
analysis method. The total w_ight of the inlet without systems is then given by
(16)
W,,_.._,=W,_.(I+K,o,_o,,)
where E.g..up. ;s approximately 0.2 (ref. 2).
Finally, ,:.eightto accountfor inlet actuators, controls,and bypass systems are added to the inlet
weighL The total weight of the inlet is
(17)
+w.,,..
7
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Deflection Analysis
Optimum performenceof a high-speed inlet is dependent on the flowpath geometry. It is
important, therefore, to consider the possible deflections that might occur during inlet
operation. After the designof the inlet is determinedusing the methoddescribedabove, the local
and thrcat deflectionsare computed and comparedwith acceptable limits. If the inlet deflections
exceed these limits, then the inlet geometrymustbe redesignedto increase the stiffnessof the
structure, and thus reduce the deflections.
The Moment-Area method (ref. 15) was used to compute the deflectionat each analysisstation
along the inlet centerbodyand internal cowl. The deflectionsof the external cowl were not
computedbecause they do not affect the internalperformanceof the inlet. The Moment-Area
method of computingdeflectionswas chosenbecause of its abilityto analyze structurewith
discrete loads and varying geometry. Detailsof the deflectioncalculationscan be found in
A_Jpendix6. The deflection limits applied to the inlet design result from performance
requirements during normal internal operation. Therefore, deflections are only computed for
iimit loads due to normal operatingpressures. As in the inlet design, the inlet component
structuresare tzeated as cantileverbeams for the deflection analysis.
Results and Discussion
The minimum weight inlet design methodhas been tested on various axisymmetricinlets,
includingthe generic axisymmetricinlet described above and the Mixed Compression
TranslatingCenterbody study inlet developed by the Boeing CommercialAirplane Company (ref.
2). Results from these studiesare presentedbelow. Future goalsof the methodsdevelopment
effort will also be discussed.
Design of a Generic Axisymmetric Inlet
The generic axisymmetric inlet pictured in Figure 1 was designed for minimumweight based on
the pressuresshownin Figure2. Load factorsfor each of the design load cases listedinTable 2
were taken from ref. ?. The resulting maximum bending moments at each analysis station for
an inlet with structuralconcept 3 (Table 1) appear in Ftgure 5. As can be seen, the inlet
centerbodyis subjectedto negative, or downward,bending moments,while both the internaland
external cowls see positivemoments. It can also be seen in this figure that mostof the
maximummomentscomputed for the inlet are due to the asymmetrichammershockload case.
The maximumbendingmoments, shear, axial, and radial loads were used to determine the
minimum equivalent isotropicthickness required for a minimum weight design. The minimum
equivalent shell thicknessesfor the concept 3 inlet centerbody are shown in Figure 6. Also
indicated in this figure are the critical failure modes. The initialsegment of the centerbody is
the solidnose cone. The sectionof the centerbody.qpikeexposedto externalflow aft of the nose
cone is designed by ForeignObject Damage minimumgage requirements. Aft of the cowl lip, the
centerbodydesign is !nfluenced by radial buckiin0 failure and compressionwithout buckling.
The final sectionof the centerbody, from the assumed centerlineof support strutsto the
compressorface, is labeled as support. This is the aft sectionof the supporttube and is assumed
to havedimensionse_ual to thoseof the last analyzedsegment of the centerbody. It is assumed
that this final section does not influence th,emoments or deflectionsof the structure.
The criticalfailure mode is dependent not only on tho appliedloads and geometryof the
structure, but also on the str_lcturalconcept. Figure 7 shows the critical failure modes for the
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centerbodydesigned with the various structuralconceptslisted in Table 1. As can be seen in
this figure, longitudinalbuckling is critical for most of the unstiffened shell, framed inlet
structure (concept 1); radial buckling is critical for most of the unstiffened shell, unframed
inlet structure (concept 7). There are some similarities between the different structural
concepts,however. The possibilityof ForeignObject Damage on the forwardpart of the
centerbodyspike forces the designof all of the inlet concepts in that region to the higher FOD
minimumgage value except for the unstiffened,unframed concept (concept7). This indicates
the importanceof this type of failure to the inlet design, regardless of structuralconcept.
Likewise, radial and longitudinalbuckling as well as compressionfailure modes are critical to
mostof the centelbody designs. None of the inlet centerbodieswere designed in any partby
tensionor shear failure. Failure of the inlet cowl structureswas found to be generallydue to
minimumgage constraints,both FOD and non-FOD minimumgage, longitudinalbuckling,
tension,and shear.
The ring frames used for the generic inlet design were assumed to be Z-shaped cross-section.
This concept is an efficient design common in airframe structures. It was found, however, that
the minimum equivalent frame thickness was determinedto be minimum gage for the entire
structure. This indicates that the Z-shaped frames may not be optimum for the inlet, resulting
in an overdesignedstructure. This may be improvedby changingthe cross-sectionof the frame
to a less-efficientconcept. This has not yet been tested.
The minimumweightdesign process is necessarilyiterative due to the dependenceof the weigh*.
on inertial loads, which change as the structuralthicknessis modified. Results from each
iteration required for the generic inlet design usingstructuralconcept 5 appear in Figure 8. As
can be seen, the solutionconvergesat a rapid rate. This does not occur because the initial
weightguess is very close to the final result. The numberof iterationsdoes not change
dramatically unless the initial guess is orders of magnitude away from the final result. Instead,
this highlightsthe more significantinfluenceof the applied pressure and aerodynamicloads as
compared to the inertial loads in determiningthe inlet structuraldesign. Therefore, reducing
the pressureson the inlet has a more significantimpacton decreasing the inlet design weight
than reducingthe size of the inlet.
Figure 9 shows the weight breakdown of the generic axisymmetricinlet for the different
structuralconcepts. As can be seen, the inlet systems (bypass, actuators,controls)centribute
a large percentage of the overall inlet weight. For this exercise, these weightswere estimated
from the INSTAL program (ref. 6). Non-optimumweights were computedas 20 percent of the
structuralweight. Monocoque shell design, concepts 1 and 7 in Table 1, resulted in inlets with
the largesttotal and structuralweights. This is to be expected,since these concepts do not have
the benefit of longitudinalsupports. While the truss-core concept with frames (concept 6 in
Table 1) is heavier than the concepts with supports (concepts2 through 5), the truss-core
conceptswithout frames (concepts 8 and 9) are considerablylighter than t;,e unstiffened shell
withoutframe.q (concept7). Again, this is an expected result since the truss-coreprovides
longitudinalstiffnesswith less material than a monocoque structure. The fact that the truss-
core conceptwith frames is heavier than the stiffened shell conceptswi:n frames indicatesthat
ring frames may not be required with truss-corepanels. This may not hold true, however,
with a les_=eff=cientframe design.
The deflectionof the concept 3 inlet centerlir_eis plotted in Figure 10. The maximumdeflection
of .028 in occursat the tip of the centerbody. The locationof the inlet throat is indicated in the
figure. Neither the local deflections along the inlet, nor the deflections at the inlet throat,
exceeded specified limits (obtained from ref. 2).
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Boeing MCTCB Inlet Design
The minimum weight design method was used to model the Boeing Mixed-Compression
Translating Centerbody (MCTCB) axisymmetric inlet. Figure 11 shows a comparison of the
weights for two inlets designed using the new method with the weight as reported by Boeing (ref.
2). Both method inlets were modeled using structural concept 3 in Table 1. The first method,
"Method w/INSTAL", used estimates for the inlet systems weights from the INSTAL program, the
same as the generic axisymmetric inlet discussed above. The total weight for this inlet was less
than 1 percent lower than the MCTCB weight. The weight breakdown was similar, but
discrepancies in the system weights were noticed. It was determined that the INSTAL weights
were not accurately modeling the actual systems used in this inlet, leading to an overprediction
in the system weights. Substituting the Boeing systems weights for the INSTAL weights gave a
better estimate of this weight group ("Method w/Boeing Systems" in Figure 11). Comparison of
the structural weights shows that the centerbody weight computed with the design method is
lower than that presented by Boeing; the cowl weight, however, is heavier. The difference in
the structuralweights of the method inlet and the Boeing inlet is 4 percent. This is good
agreement for this level of design. Likewise, the difference between the total weights of the two
inlets is approximately 8 percent, also a reasonable result for conceptual design.
The results discussed above indicate that the method works well for inlets that can be reasonably
modeled by stiffened shell structure, such as the MCTCB in!et. They also indicate that the
assumption made concerning the exclusion of support structure in the analysis was a reasonable
one, though the small differences between the computed weights and the Boeing numbers may be,
in part, a result of this assumption. Another possible cause of discrepancies is the lack of any
interaction between the inlet centerbody, internal cowl, and external cowl in the analysis. Load
transfer from one component to another and stiffness resulting from the connection of one
component to the next cannot therefore be accounted for. Comparison of method design results
with inlets that are constructed using slats and seals, or that contain a large amount of
mechanism for varying geometry, are not well moaeled by this method.
Future Goals
While many high-speed inlet designs are based on an axisymmetric geometry, many others are
based on two-dimensional design. The method for the minimum weight design of axisymmetric
inlets will therefore be extended _o the design of a two-dimensional inlet structure. Variable
geometry design considerations are also important. Additional design requirements, such as
tt _se associated with inlet unstart and buzz, will be explored.
Conclusion
An analytical method for determining]the minimumweight design of high-speed axisymmetric
inlets has been developed. The method requires input fromconceptuallevel inlet design tools,
and is therefore applicable during the conceptual or preliminarydesign phases. After
performing a loads analysis, the minimum required equivalent isotropicshell and frame
thicknesses are determined for all possiblefailure modes. For a generic Mach 2.4
axisymmetric :nlet, it was found that asymmetric hammershockpressure determined many of
the maximumloads used for the design. Critical !_ilure modes for the generic inlet were
Foreign Object Damage, radial buckling,longitudinalbuckling,and compressionfor the
centerbody,and ForeignObjec_ Damage, minimumgage, longitudinalbuckling,tension, and
shear for the cowl. Deflection analysisusingthe Moment-Area method indicated minimal
deflectionsas compared to required design limits, Comparisonof method resultswith the Boeing
MCTCB study inlet showed total weight predictionwithin 8 percent, which is acceptable
10
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agreementfor conceptual lewl designtools. In addition,the methodproduced the correcttrends
when changes to the inlet struc_Jralconceptwere made.
The minimum weight design method developed for axisymmetricinlets will improve the
accuracyof the weight predictionsused in propulsionand vehicle design studies. Weight versus
cost studies will, similarly, have greater accuracy, which will allow designers to assess
competingconcepts with more confidence. The extensionof the axisymrn_tricinlet design
method to the design of two-dimensional inlet structureswill increase its usefulncssand
potentialto aid in conceptualand preliminarydesign studies.
11
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Appendix 1. Material Data
Ti-6AI-4V: (Temperature: 350 F, ref. 7)
E 14,720 Ksi
Ec 15,088 Ksi
/J 0.31
F_ 107.2 Ksi
F, 64.0 Ksi
F_> 96.4 Ksi
p 0.16 Ib/in3
EF 14,729 Ksi
PF 0.16 Ib/in3
P,c 0.16 Ib/in3
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Appendix 2. Applied Loads
Asymmetric Hammershock Resultant Load
The resultantfc,:ce for the asymmetrichammershocx load case is computedby assumingthat the
compressorstalls in the upper two quadrants of the inlet. Normal operating pressure is
maintained in the lower two quadrants. This produc_sa "worstcase" scenario, because the
resultantasymmetric hammershock force acts in th_ same direction as the inlet weight,
resultingin high bending momentsand shear loads. Integratingaroundthe top half of the cross-
sectiongives
(2.1)
Fh =--2phrcosfl(X- X,_,)
for the force due to the hammershockpressure. Similarly, the force due to normal operating
pressureon the bottom half of the cross-sectionis given by:
(2.2)
Fv = 2prcos[J(x i - r,_,)
The resultantforce is
(2.3)
Rh = Fh + Fp = 2rcosfl(p- ph)(X_---X,_,)
Aerodynamic Maneuver Cross Force
Some aerodynamic maneuvers, for example, pitch and yaw, ,,ause separation of the flow at the
inlet lip, resulting in an asymmetrical flow (ref. 8). This dkstorted flow results in a loss of
pressure recovery and produces an asymmetric force on the ,,_urfacesof the inlet exposed to the
flow. This asymmetric force can be reasonably modeled as the cross force on a slender body of
revolutior; at small angle of inclination with respect to a flow 'ref. 9). Computed as a function
of the dynamic pressure and the rate of change in cross-sectional area along the body, the cross
force per unit length on the inlet is given by (ref 9) (2.4)
f = 4,zqoy- _ Y
where 7 is th_ maximumyaw or pitchangle.
14
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Appendlx 3. Design Load Requlrements
The design load requirements listed in Table 2 are discussedbriefly below. Design loads
produced are be;_dingmoments, M, shear loads, V, axial forces, R=, and radial pressures,P.
All structuresare designed for ultimate load. The ultimate load factorsassociatedwith each
design requirementdescribed below are equal to the limit load factors multipliedby a factor of
safety. The ultimate load factor will vary with design load requirementand applied load.
1. Landing: The critical ioad duringlanding is the inertialweightof the inlet. This load is
asymmetricand willproducebendingmomentsand shear loads. The bendingmomentof
the structureahead of the current analysis station is given by
(3.1)
M= Wn(x, - _)
andthe shear load by
(3.2)
V=Wn
where all symbolsare defined in Appendix 7. Bothpositiveand negative momentsand
forces due to landingare analyzed.
2. Yaw Maneuver: The criticalload for the computationof bending momentsand shear loads
generatedduringa yaw maneuver is also the inertialweightof the inlet. The design loads
are th,ereforegiven as above, in equations3.! and 3.2.
3-4. Lateral LoadWith Nose Left Yawing Moment and Vertical LoadWith Nose Down Pitching
Moment: These load conditionsresultfrom aerodynamicmaneuversthat produce a cross
force on the inlet. The cross force is combinedwith the inlet weight to determine the
designbendingmomentsandshear loads. These load conditionsare only applicableon the
portionof the centerbody structureexposed to the airstreamand on the external cowl
structure. The internaldistortionproduced by these maneuversare believed to be less
significant than the asymmetric hammershockconditionand are, therefore, not
considered (ref. 10).
The cross force per unit length is given in Appendix2. The bendingmomentand shear
loads are given by
(3.3)
M=Wn(x_-_)+_M_
and
(3.4)
=Wn+Fc
where Mc and F¢ are the sums of the bending moments and shear loads, respectively,
produced by the crossforce at each analysis stationahead of the current station, or (3.5)
i
(3.6)
!
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5. Wind Gust: The load fac_.,-sgiven by the windgust conditionact on the weight of the inlet
and are found from (ref. 11) (3.7)
CL.
498(W/S)
where
(3.8)
.88/a
K,- 5.3+
and
(3.9)
2(W/S)
g(PG=
U_, is givenby the gust load design requirements. The bendingmomentand shear force
are given by equations3.1 and 3.2, above.
6. AsymmetricHammershock: The resultantforce on the inlet centerbodycaused by an
asymmetric hammershockconditioncombine with the inlet weight to produce bending
momentsand shear loads. These are givenby equations3.3 and 3.4, where Mc andFc
are replaced bythe bending momentsand shear loads,Mh and Fh, respectively,that are
produced by the resultant asymmetrichammershock force (see Appendix 2).
7-8. Normal Operating Pressure and Axisymmetric Hammershock: The critical applied loads
for these cases are the internal pressure, normal or hammershock,and the inlet inertial
load. All four design loads will be produced:bendingand shear from the inertial loads, and
axial and radial loads from the pressures. Bendingmomentsand shear loads are given by
equation,,_(3.1) and (3.2) above. The axial force is given by
(3.10)
17,= 2 n'rt,.=pn sin fl
where/_ is the local slope of the segmentsurface and r is the radius at the currentanalysis
station, p is either the normal operating or hammershockpressure,depending on the
current load case. The radial pressureis found from
(3.11)
P = pn cos/3
16
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Appendix 4. Minimum Weight Shell Design Equations
The equations used for the minimumweightdesign of a stiffenedshell are describedbelow.
t-tension: The minimum allowable smeared thickness for withstandingthe tensile stress
resultant is found by comparisonwith the tensile ultimate strengthof the material: (4.1)
i,,,,,,o.= max(N'+'N')
F=
if Ny is tensile.
t-compression: The minimum allowable equivalent isotropic (smeared) thickness for
withstanding the compressive stresses, assuming no buckling, is found by comparing the
maximum of the compressive and radial stress resultants with the compressive yield strength
of the material:
(4.2)
max(_:,N,)
ico°,=
if Ny is compressive.
t-longitudinal buckling- The minimum allowable smeared thickness for withstanding
longitudinal buckling due to the compressive stresses for all structural concepts except the
truss-core sandwich without frames is found by assuming the structure behaves as a wide
column under compression. This is a reasonable assumption given that the shell thickness is
small compared with its diameter (t / D < 0.1, ref. 13). For t / D > 0.1, this assumption does
not hold. Induced bending moments from the axial force would also need to be considered for
large t / D. The truss-core sandwich concept without frames is modeled as a cylinder.
The general equation for the minimum weight design of a wide column with frames to withstand
longitudinal buckling is (ref. 12) (4.3)
t_o,, _.Ec )
where t is a buckling efficiency factor dependent on the type of construction used, m is tne
buckling equation exponent, and l is a length parameter. Specific application of Equation 4.3 to
the structural concepts listed in Table 1 are presented below.
1. Unstiffened wide column (concept 1) - While this is not a very efficient type of design, the
equation for the minimum weight design of an unstiffened wide column is included for
comparison (ref. 12). The equation is (4.4)
_
tt°" [,.823E)
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The lengthparameter for this concept is the squareof the frame spacing.
2. Unflanged, integrally stiffenedw_decolumn (concept 2) - The cross-sectionof an
unflanged, integrallystiffened wide column is shown in Figure A4-1. The minimum weight
equation for the maximum buckling efficiency (e=.656) is (ref. 12) (4.5)
_ =( N:d 1v2
t_,.=t.6-_)
where the length parameter is equal to the frame spacing.
3. Z-stiffened wide column (concepts3, 4, and 5) - The cross-sectionof a Z-stiffened wide
column is shown in Figure A4-2. The minimum weight equation for the maximum buckling
efficiency of this conceFt is Equation4.5, with the buckling efficiency equal to .911, .760,
and .760 for concepts 3, 4, and 5, respectively (ref. 12).
4. Truss-core sandwich wide column with frame (concept 6) - The cross-sectionof a truss-
core _.dffenedwide column is shown in Figure A4-3. The minimum weightequation for the
maximum bucklingefficiency is also given by Equation 4.5, with c equal to .605 (ref.
12).
(4.6)
_ ( N:llV:
t_.,=t6--0_)
5. Unstiffenedwide column without frame (concept 7) - The minimum weight equation for an
unstiffened shell structure without ring frames is given by (ref. 3)
(4.7)
_
t_.,=t7.-5_7
The length factcr for this concept is equal to the square of the shell radius.
6. Truss-core sandwich without frame (concepts 8 and 9) - The minimum weight equation for
the truss-core sandwich column with no frame and maximum buckling efficiency (e=-.4423
and .3615 for concepts 8 and 9, respectively) is (ref. 3) (4.8)
_ :( T
t_,., t.._-77e)
where the structureis modeledas a cylinderand the lengthfactor is equal to the shell
radius.
t-shear: The minimum allowable smeared thickness for withstandingthe tensile stress
resultant is found by comparing the shear stress resultantwith the allowable shear stress of
the material:
(4.9)
_,h.,=-_,
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t-radial buckling: To calculate the minimum allowable smeared thickness for radial
buckling,the structure is analyzed as a thin-walled shell with an external pressure. It was
assumed that the shells were simplysupported;this is felt to be more realistic than fixed edges
since the ringframes can deflect elastically. Elastic bucklingis assumed for all components.
The minimum thickness is foundby compsring the calculated yield stress with the design-
allowable critical buckling stress:
(4.10)
aye- " ;or
where (4.11)
Pr
and ac, is given byone of the cases below. Minimumweightequationsare available for only
three constructiontypes. These are monocoque(no stiffeners), truss-coresandwich, and
integral ring-stiffened. Only the first two are considered due to the complexity of the integrally
ring-stiffenedshelldesign. Stiffenedshells are analyzed as monocoque. This is appropriate
because it is the smeared thicknessshell between the ring frames that will resist radial
buckling. The smeared thicknesscomputedis multipliedby Kp, again to adjust for the fact that
only the shell skin is available for resistinghoop stresses.
1. Monocoque shell - The design-allowablecritical buckling stress for an unstiffened
cylindrical shell subject to uniform external pressure is given by (ref. 12)
(4.12)
and the minimum thickness is given by
(4.13)
(%)l
The above effk:iencyequationcan be extended to a truncate_icone byusingthe equivalent
cylinder approar.h (refs. 12 and 14). The following modificationsare dictated by this
approach (ref. 14):
(4.14)
= COS(Z
1"/,
"t"= COSO_\t )
•
The critical bucklingstress and minimumthickness are then given by
(4.15)
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°..:,,(,-.,)..t-c--,j
(4.16)
_tb_= "-'L 1.1a"2 E"
2. Truss-core sandwich shell - The design of truss-core sandwich .sells for radial buckling
assumes that the shells act like rings under uniform pressure. The minimumthic;knessto
preclude buckling is given by (ref. 12)
(4.17)
r.
Minimizing with respect to the truss-core ai,,gle 0 and lettiag L/R--) oo results in the
minimum weight equation
(4.18)
t_,<_=.:K,R( o.lP6E ) _'8
for optimum O.
For a truncatedcone, the same modificationsare appliedas for the monocoqueshell. This
results in the minimum weight equation
(4.19)
t;=. = K_R,l.076( rl. ]./ p__ 1 2 +
" tcosaSVe" tane (_an_Oj
Minimizing with respect to O and letting L[R _ 0. as above results in
(4.20)
- K_( ", Y e )""
t_=, = p k,cosot)k,O.146E)
t-minimum gage: Two minimumgage constraintsare applied to the structure,one based on
manufacturabilityconsiderations,and one influenced by requirementsto'" Foreign Object
Damage (FOD). The minimumallowable,thicknessbased on these minimumgage constraints is
given by
(4.21)
t,.,, = K, it ,.,.
20
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K,.t is a shell minimumgage factorbased on the structuralconcept used (ref. 3).
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App_.ndix 5. Minimum Equ|valent Frame Th:ck._ess £,eslg. Equations
The equations used for the calculationof the minimumequivalent isotropicthickness of the
frames and for the frame spacingappear below. It is assumedthat the frame thicknessis
smearedalong the lengl_ of the centelbody accordingto Ar = tFd (ref. 3).
If the critical failure mode driving the structural design is longitudinalbuckling (i.e.,
i=_ = i_s), then the smeared frame thickness for a circular cross-section is given by (ref. 3)
(5.1)
_"= K_:e: _j L 27pJ.
and the optimum frame spacing is (ref. 3)
(5.2)
d=(6r2PF._l _np _ K_,Ep )
where: r i_ the radius of the centerbodyat stationx; Cv is Shaniey'sconstant,which is based on
the required frame stiffness to prevent general instability failure (ref. 5); and KFI is a shape
parameter that relates the frame cross-sectionalarea with its moment of inertia
(Ki, 1 = Ir/AF2). The value of C_- is taken as 6.25x10-5 (refs. 3 and 5). The value of KF, was
found in reference 3 by looking at various aircraft frame structures.
If the inlet component under considera'donis the inlet centerbody, then the optimumframe
thickness and spacing must also be computed for radial bucklingcritical design. This applies
only if the shell is not a truss-core cor,cept. No dependency on frame spacingexists for truss-
core concepts that are radial bucklingcritical (see Equation 4.18). The equations for optimum
frame design when radial buckling crttical are
(5.3)
2r 2 [ C_N2 7r
_"'= "7K,,,d:e,,
where
(5.4)
[7 o,¢c,,<:.?]¢= - ) j
and
(5.5)
12(1-/.x:')y4F_i = 1.1n.;E
For the centerbody frames, the maximum of the two frame thickr,esses,longitudinaland radial
buckling,is chosen for the desi"n w,_hthe associatedframe spacing.
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If the critical failure mode driving the structural design is not Iongitudil,al cr radial buckling,
_=_#: t'_g or t_ = t'b,_, then the frame spacingis changedto force t._n= i_ or t_n = i_. The
new frame spacing for longitudinalbuckling critical is given by (ref. 3) (s.6)
d = Ed_
N;
and the smeared thickness of the frames by Equation 5.3 above. The new frame spacing for
radial buckling critical is given by
(5.7)
=.__.__r | t,_, |
d, F'_"PLK, r,J
The new frame thickness is given bY Equation 5.3.
If the computed frame thickness _s less than minimum gage, it is reset to the minimum gage
value for the frame geometry. The new frame spacing will then be found from
(5.8)
d ) kt ,)
for either longitudinalor radial buckling critical design.,
For designswhere the frame spacingis specified, the frame thicknesseswdlbe given by
Equation 5.3.
23
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Appendix 6. Deflection Analysis Equations
The Moment-Areamethodwas used to computethe deflectionsat each analysisstationalongthe
inlet centerbodyand intema! cowl. The Moment-Areamethod is based on the fact that the
deflectionof a beam can be determinedfromthe momentof the area under the bendingmoment
diagram divided by the flexura[ rigidity (ref. 15).
In general, the deflectionat a point n is given by (6.1)
So = x
AssumingconstantE, integrationgives the followingequation for the deflectionat any analysis
station along the inlet: (6.2)
j=i+l j 2
where the moment of inertia for a circularshell cross section based on it,_average radius is
given by (6.3)
24
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Structural Concept
1 Unstiffened shell with frames
2 Simply-stiffened shell with frames, best buckling
3 Z-stiffened shell with frames, best buckling
4 Z-stiffened shell with frames, buckling/min,gage compromise
5 Z-stiffened shell with frames, buckling/pressure compromise
6 Truss-core shell with frames, best buckling
7 Unstiffened shell without frames
8 Truss-core shell without frames, best buckling
9 Truss-core shell without frames, buckling/pressure compromise
Table 1. Inlet Structural Concepts
LoadCases:
1. Landing
2. Yaw manuever
3. Lateral load with nose left yawing moment
4. Vertical load with nose aown pitching moment
5. Wind gust
6. Asymmetric hammershock
7. Normal operating pressure
8. Axisyrnmetric hammershock
Additional Constraints:
1. Minimumgage
2. ForeignObjectDamage
3. Deflection limits
Table 2. Structural Design Load Requirements
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Figure 3. ParametricGeometry FromInput Data:
(a) Input Data; (b) FinalParametric Inlet CenterbodyGeometry
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FigureA4-I. Cross-SectionGeometry.ofan Unflanged,
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Figure A4-2. Cross-Section Geometry of a Z-Stiffened Wide Column
l:,dure A4-& Truss-Care Shell Geometry
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